The Assomar Convention

The convention at Assomar is an annual function and has increased in stimulus. The purpose of the convention is to evolve an interest in Christian Endeavor. How the Assomar convention will effect students and faculty is attested to by the representatives of the various schools that were present. Several students are at the convention from one school and several faculty from another. By difference in opinion and opinions expressed, many good things will be brought to the sight and whole school be benefited by such arguments.

At Assomar things are so arranged as to give each person an opportunity to voice his opinion or have a chance to voice his opinion. At Assomar the convention is a chance to air his views and hear others who have the same or different views. At Assomar the scene is quite active. Students from the various schools were represented there. At Assomar the convention was a chance to learn more of the Christian spirit. The convention was well conducted and everyone was satisfied so that all people might understand that Christianity is not a matter of color. All should be considered equal and there should be no discrimination against a man because of his color. Such discussions should be encouraged and helped, not stopped. When discussion is encouraged, the trouble and it should be handled on color.

Propaganda should be used only as a means of fostering friendly interests and not as a means of starting wars and international understandings. The students were able to discuss and debate on the problems of the day, without fear of censure. Many new ideas and solutions to old problems were considered.

John D. Pfeiffer, the great poultry expert, was present at the convention and requested that the chicken be put to work. He said, "The chicken is capable of doing much more than we think. It can be used for many purposes, such as providing eggs, meat, and even fertilizer. It is a valuable asset to the farmer, and its potentialities have not been realized fully."

The second day of the Convocation was spent in discussion of the problems of the day. Many new ideas and solutions to old problems were considered. The convention ended on a high note, with the students leaving with a new appreciation of the Christian spirit and the importance of understanding and unity among all people.
POLY CHATTER

The Polygram is a paper published by the Poly Student Body and its object is to be a paper for Poly students, its first aim to be a paper to please the Poly Student Body and not as a few might wish to have it. A few students have been heard to say that they did not care for the features and editorials, and of many of the news articles printed in the Polygram. All that they cared to read was the jokes, Poly Chatter, and Dorm Dolges. This is the general opinion of the Poly students the paper should be altered to suit the majority. The editorials and features could be shortened and other articles substituted. It seems, though, if you wish to read jokes, there are books and magazines printed containing nothing but these.

The Polygram is not to put in nothing but what should be of interest to the student body in general and it would be well if a good many of our faculty classes would pay less attention to the jokes and more to the articles, not only in our paper but in their application of campus life. There is more information in the Poly than you realize.

Since the second semester started it has been noticed all of the upper classmen have received an increased enrollment. This looks bad for some of them, but that is all right. It is easier to tell some teachers that you study seven nights a week.

If you ever notice how long it takes for the faculty meeting that is just before the grades are turned in.

When once a student goes to Poly he is always wants to return. Look around the campus and see if you see any familiar faces.

If a student does not like Pismo, it is just as well, he would not have time to go to visit the high school every morning, noon and night if he lived in Pismo.

Why has Marty quit playing tennis? Tennis is really a summer game and the warmer the weather the less Marty goes out.

A debating course would be well to have at Poly. Then, no one could put it. "They follow like sheep," would never happen. The average Poly student does not think at association meetings. If he does he is usually afraid to say what he thinks.

Baghurthy, Perry says that they had no dyson in their physics laboratory. It was very poor quality.

Haid maintains that Bishop's peak is a good topic used in triangulation surveying. He says there is no live in the peak. He probably means a tripod. Has he tried to sell anyone this trip?
Dear Girl!

Dear girl, listen closely while I teach you the trade.

Demand all the tricks of your trade;

Form the figure and the fit of feminine creatures.

Are nowadays chemically made.

The girt of your hair, is peroxide; I swear,

And your shape is a slendraleap slim. From incarnadine lips to your corrected hips,

You are faked, my dear, just to deceive him.

The rose of your cheeks, that has been there for weeks

And the beauty that's trimming each cheek.

Your speech that is pearl and the wave

Of your choker, that has been

From incarnadine lips to your corrected hips,

You are faked, my dear, just to deceive him.

The rose of your cheeks, that has been there for weeks

And the beauty that's trimming each cheek.

Your speech that is pearl and the wave

Of your choker, that has been

From incarnadine lips to your corrected hips,

You are faked, my dear, just to deceive him.

The rose of your cheeks, that has been there for weeks

And the beauty that's trimming each cheek.

Your speech that is pearl and the wave

Of your choker, that has been

From incarnadine lips to your corrected hips,

You are faked, my dear, just to deceive him.

The rose of your cheeks, that has been there for weeks

And the beauty that's trimming each cheek.

Your speech that is pearl and the wave

Of your choker, that has been

From incarnadine lips to your corrected hips,

You are faked, my dear, just to deceive him.

The rose of your cheeks, that has been there for weeks

And the beauty that's trimming each cheek.

Your speech that is pearl and the wave

Of your choker, that has been

From incarnadine lips to your corrected hips,

You are faked, my dear, just to deceive him.

The rose of your cheeks, that has been there for weeks

And the beauty that's trimming each cheek.

Your speech that is pearl and the wave

Of your choker, that has been

From incarnadine lips to your corrected hips,

You are faked, my dear, just to deceive him.

The rose of your cheeks, that has been there for weeks

And the beauty that's trimming each cheek.

Your speech that is pearl and the wave

Of your choker, that has been

From incarnadine lips to your corrected hips,

You are faked, my dear, just to deceive him.

The rose of your cheeks, that has been there for weeks

And the beauty that's trimming each cheek.

Your speech that is pearl and the wave

Of your choker, that has been

From incarnadine lips to your corrected hips,

You are faked, my dear, just to deceive him.

The rose of your cheeks, that has been there for weeks

And the beauty that's trimming each cheek.

Your speech that is pearl and the wave

Of your choker, that has been

From incarnadine lips to your corrected hips,

You are faked, my dear, just to deceive him.

The rose of your cheeks, that has been there for weeks

And the beauty that's trimming each cheek.

Your speech that is pearl and the wave

Of your choker, that has been

From incarnadine lips to your corrected hips,
Baseball and Track

The Poly diamond is being strung with lamp lights for a midnight welcome. Whenever the weather permits, Captain Stahls has a practice game on the field giving the boys a few pointers on the grand old American game. The greater part of last year’s team will play for Poly this year. Many of the fellows appreciate this fact and are not overlooking at every opportunity for a place on the team. Also a few of our H. V. D. artists are out warming up. Our prospects for this year look very bright, and the diamond now in the hands of Captain Stahls. The lamps have been announced some time ago to the Black Prince Chapter. Captain Stahls has always been the boy who can count on that good schedule has been arranged and the lamps provided, all will be the best they had to be taken out. This blow was too arranged and trips will be made, providing enough fellows come out and try for the team and the track.

The Intramural track and field meet will be held April 10th. We are invited to an Invitational meet at Santa Barbara. Then we will go to the meet at Fresno in our own conference. We will hold our first Invitational here on the Poly field. Also we will have the first Inter-clasa meet at Santa Maria’s new track which is considered as one of the best high school tracks in the state.

Here is a wonderful opportunity for a fellow to earn a letter. It requires much practice and study to improve in track and field events. But it does require practice and training. Do not admit that you will never be any good in track and field events. Some fellows are physically able to gain success in some, and at least one of the events on the Poly field, if he will only train faithfully for a few seasons to improve on it. It took the Poly Aggie nine years to become the fastest living human being in the world, and he trained himself to beat out the ideal of the coaches. This year is promising to be a great track season all over the country.

Santa Barbara Clash

Two weeks ago our Green and Orange squad met Santa Barbara State Teachers College team. The Orange team defeated our football squad and handed him a 6-3 defeat. M. N. is the new track man. He has made some changes in his tactics and practice, and has scored. Our players had difficulty in facing the team, because of the small court. It was an even and steady game all along the line. The Poly Aggie led the first half of the score 12-9. The Poly Aggie will meet game Poly has lost this season.

Rifle Matches

The preliminary matches for the selection of a Poly Junior Rifles Team have been fired. The names of the competitors are on the bulletin board. Then the team is composed of 15 members, all of whom at least 15 shall fire in each competition. The 10 best scores each stage will represent the record of the team in the competition. The Poly Junior Rifles Team is entered in the Ninth Corps Area Gallery Rifle Team Matches. The fire will be held on the local range some time this month. Captains are expecting a shipment of 33 caliber ammunition this month.

A schedule for inter-class rifle competition has been arranged. This will be fired with the large caliber ammunition on the regular range. Each class team will be composed of six men each. The course will be fired upon the dates following, providing the weather permits.

Junior Farm Center Game

Last Wednesday the Poly Junior Farm Center squad Scraped up enough Aga to make up a basketball team. Then they went over the grade and played a game of Poly Junior Farm Center. Our Aga could not locate the baskets in the 14-115 area, and Poly Aggie beat them 15-4. The Poly Aggie put up a better defense and kept the Aga from scoring. The Poly Aggie made the 4 points for our Aga, and Mills forward. Mills made the 4 points for our Aga, and Ran lot and Aggie forward. These were the high spots for our Aga. This was their first game and without practice. Since they were practicing with our varsity team now, they expect to do much better next time.

Toasted Sandwiches Our Specialty—Chocolate Don.

ROSE'S 10 cent VARIETY STORE

AUSTIN'S Quality Lunches CANDIES and ICE CREAM

WICKENDEN and WICKENDEN

FORD GARAGE W. T. Reid & Co.

Polytech} buy your Ford Parts from the authorized Ford Dealer

Monterey & Santa Rosa

STEVE'S TAXI DAY AND NIGHT Phone 7844 Country and City Trips a Specialty 1019 Chorro St. San Luis Obispo WE MEET ALL TRAINS

GREEN BROS. "Kuppenheimer" GOOD CLOTHES 871 Monterey Street

F. A. SAUER CO. Groceries and Produce SAN LUIS BAKERY Phone 27 848-850 Monterey

Dr. Roy B. Cox PHYSICIAN and SURGEON Phone 81-V San Luis Obispo

EVERYTHING for the STUDENT and Rest of the Family.

T. M. CALLAHAN CO.


Remember—When in need of quality stationery, Fountain Pens, Leather binders, Cigarette cases, pens, Ink, Pencils, pencils, and a lot of other things—LINDSAY BOOK STORE 775 Higuera St.

Everywhere your CLOTHES are protected with the De Laval Continuous Clarification System

STRONG'S 658 Higuera Street Phone 236

ASTON PHOTO SHOP "Everything Photographic" Kodak Fixing—including Coloring—Priming Kodak—Albuns—Films Bring your rolls to us for best finishing.

788 Higuera Street (Near Riley-Crocker Co.)